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they communicate to students in both verbal and nonverbal ways that are
Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S. Terry L Dismore 2018-03-10 Calling All

essential to cultivating a positive and productive learning community. In this

P.A.R.E.N.T.S (Preparing Achievers Reaching Excellence Nurturing Talents

book, Stronge, Grant, and Hindman provide a comprehensive overview of the

Successfully) was written to fulfill a need in me and to share with other

qualities of a supportive teacher. They offer a bridge between research-based

parents. Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S is my concerted effort to acquaint and

theories and practical classroom applications, with templates, planning forms,

empower parents with information to become informed decision makers for

and other reproducibles. The authors help teachers move toward establishing

themselves and their families. The book Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S should be

a learning environment that contributes to effective instructional practices.

viewed as a resource to explore the possibilities of what life has to offer.

Topics include: engaging students and their families, effective communication,

Parents are hardworking people wearing various hats for the success of their

student ownership of the learning environment, and much more.

children. Parents often neglect themselves while providing necessities for

Medical-surgical Nursing 2005

their families. The daily bombardment of information to pick and choose from

Medical-surgical Nursing Joyce M. Black 2005 Accompanying CD-ROMs

offers colliding initiatives. My goal is to help parents make a difference in

contains open book quizzes that consist of crossword puzzles and multiple

their lives and, ultimately, in the lives of their children. Please partner with

choice, fill-in-the-blank, and matching questions; Fluid and Electroplate

me and believe the words written are designed to take you places and show

Module; case studies with accompanying discussions, exercises, and nursing

new perspectives about living successfully. Effective partnerships require

care plan; Health Assessment Animations; and discussions to the thinking

vision, leadership, purpose, understanding, and commitment. When we as

critically questions.

parents are informed, a higher level of engagement and consciousness evolve.

Seeking the Lost, Keeping Them, Making Them Disciples Dr. Benoit Petit-

Picture us sitting at the kitchen table exchanging information on the same

Homme 2018-08-27 Seeking the Lost, Keeping Them, Making Them

frequency of understanding. There is no judgment in this space, only mutual

Disciples By: Dr. Benoit Petit-Homme God bless Dr. Benoit Petit-Homme for

sharing, respect, and appreciation. Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S is here to

all the work he has done in putting this book together. I believe that any

motivate, encourage, and inspire you with real success-thinking activities.

church or leader who will follow these biblically-grounded principles will see

Reading Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S (Preparing Achievers Reaching

beautiful results in changed lives for the kingdom. Teresa L. Reeve, PhD,

Excellence Nurturing Talents Successfully) is requesting that you institute

Associate Dean, Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary, Associate

the seven letters, seven words, and seven ideas for you to become a

Professor of New Testament Contexts, Andrews University, United States of

responsible thinker for your family. Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S will challenge

America Dr. Benoit Petit-Homme’s contribution to the discipleship crisis is a

you to write and live your story through a positive lens, unique to you and

compelling re-examination of scripture, church history, and 21st century

your family. The interactive activities will permit you to write and exchange

pastoral experience. Practical and convincing, his straightforward style brings

dialogue between you, your children. Thank you for being a change agent.

real solutions to the evangelistic Achilles’ heels of attrition. He reminds us of

This is one mother, teacher, mentor, motivational encourager, talking mother

what has been forgotten and calls us back to our relational roots. Pr. Ron

to mother. Armed with research, my thesis, scientific principles, and biblical

Kelly, Senior Pastor, Village Seventh-day Adventist Church, Berrien Springs,

principles, Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S was birthed. Research has documented

Michigan, United States of America Seeking the Lost, Keeping Them,

that staff development for teachers improve the educational outcome of

Making Them Disciples by Dr. Benoit Petit-Homme is a handy Christ-based

students; therefore, the same principles hold true for parents. P.A.R.E.N.T.S is

discipleship resource that will contribute to the mission of training and

your staff development written expressly for you. In real estate, when

equipping church ministry leaders in the evangelistic work of reaping,

searching for a home, you ask the realtor how to find a house in a good

retaining, and nurturing new believing Christians. This is a must-read for

community with great schools and a safe environment and receive the most

church officers, pastors, and ministry directors in the Christian church. Ron C.

value for your investment. The realtor replies, Its location, location, location.

Smith, PhD., D.Min, President, Southern Union Conference of SDA Every

When asked, What is the best way to parent? my reply is Parents parenting,

year, many thousands of people hear the Good News of Jesus Christ and

parents parenting, parents parenting will render the best success. Thank you

choose to be baptized and join a church community. Unfortunately, it is also

for allowing Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S to be your blueprint and navigational

true that every year many new converts leave a church relatively shortly

compass for life-affirming achievement. Enjoy heartwarming and sometimes

after joining. The specific reasons that each person leaves the church could fill

gut-wrenching interviews with women who were willing to share their

a book by themselves, but they all boil down to one thing: a lack of focus on

stories with me and now you. Calling All P.A.R.E.N.T.S is here to be of

the part of the church community on turning converts into disciples of our

service. Together we can change the future and make it a better tomorrow

Savior. A disciple of Christ does more than attend church services. A disciple

by what we do today.

is an active member of the church community. A disciple is a witness to

The Christian College William C. Ringenberg 2006-04 A comprehensive

others. A disciple seeks to grow the church by seeking to lead everyone they

history of the Christian college in America

meet to Christ. Dr. Benoit Petit-Homme is a committed disciple of Christ, and

The Supportive Learning Environment Jennifer Hindman 2013-10-02 This

after extensive study of exactly why new converts leave the church, he has

entry in the James H. Stronge Research-to-Practice Series focuses on the

developed a process by which any church can make disciples. All it takes is a

characteristics of teachers who create supportive learning environments for

little extra work, a bit of encouragement, and an unwavering faith in the

their students. By conveying a sense of immediacy, credibility, and caring,

Lord.
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Putting Students First Larry A. Braskamp 2016-01-19 In Putting Students

College, Calvin College, North Park University, George Fox University,

First, the authors argue that colleges can and should invest in holistic student

Westmont College, Oral Roberts University, Northwestern College, and

development by recognizing and building on the students’ search for purpose

Wheaton College—and others like them offer important and timely lessons for

in life, intellectually, spiritually, and morally. Based on a study conducted at

the broader higher-education community.

ten religiously-affiliated schools, the book urges all colleges to rethink their

El liderazgo en la educación teológica, volumen 3 Fritz Deininger 2021-04-12

approach to teaching and advising the increasingly diverse students of today;

El programa de ICETE para el liderazgo académico (IPAL, por sus siglas en

their critical mission should be to prepare students to become ethically

inglés) fue establecido oficialmente en 2010 a raíz de la necesidad de brindar

responsible and active contributors to society, as well as critical thinkers and

capacitación a las instituciones teológicas en diversas regiones del mundo. IPAL

skilled professionals. Putting Students First offers perspectives and

ofrece seminarios de cuatro días en un ciclo de tres años para el desarrollo

recommendations in areas of holistic student development such as

profesional de administradores académicos evangélicos, con el fin de ayudar a

Understanding millennial college students The role of faculty in defining

las instituciones en su búsqueda de calidad y excelencia. Este libro es el tercer

culture The design and implementation of curriculum The impact of

y último volumen de la serie, cuya finalidad es acompañar y apoyar los

cocurricular involvement Fostering relationships with on-campus and off-

seminarios de IPAL, además de proveer, independientemente, un recurso

campus communities By organizing the campus environment into

para ayudar a las instituciones teológicas en el desarrollo de su facultad de

“4Cs”—culture, curriculum, cocurriculum, and community—the authors

profesores. El desarrollo docente está en el corazón de la educación teológica.

create a conceptual framework for faculty, student affairs staff, and

Este libro sienta los fundamentos para que las instituciones puedan equipar y

administrators to discuss, plan, and create college environments that

entrenar a sus líderes emergentes y encomendarles la tarea de avanzar sus

effectively support the learning and development of students. Each chapter

carreras y mejorar los estándares de su docencia e investigación. Los que han

includes an introduction, evidence and analysis, a summary, and questions to

contribuido a este volumen comparten los hallazgos de investigaciones llevadas

help readers consider how to develop students holistically on their own

a cabo en instituciones académicas evangélicas en diversos contextos alrededor

campuses.

del mundo, a fin de que otros administradores sénior puedan mejorar la calidad

Encyclopedia of Christian Education George Thomas Kurian 2015-05-07 This

de la educación teológica en su propia institución.

reference work tells the unique history of Christian education and shows how

Can Hope Endure? James C. Kennedy 2005 The spate of books written

Christian educators pioneered such institutions and reforms as universal

recently on Christian higher education highlights a common theme -- how

literacy, home schooling, Sunday schools, women's education, graded schools,

numerous colleges founded by church bodies have gradually lost their

compulsory education of the deaf and blind, and kindergarten.

religious moorings, often culminating in what historian George Marsden calls

Modern Mentoring Randy Emelo 2015-05-14 If you want to do more with

"established nonbelief." "Can Hope Endure?" examines the history of Hope

mentoring, you’ve found the right book. The notion that only the most

College in Holland, Michigan, as it has struggled to find a faithful middle way

experienced members of an organization can guide a few promising go-getters

between secularization and withdrawal from mainstream academic and

no longer applies in today’s business world. In Modern Mentoring, Randy

American culture. Authors James Kennedy and Caroline Simon track Hope

Emelo advocates for a vastly different mentoring practice. Drawing from a

College's responses to various social and intellectual challenges through careful

rich career, he explains why organizations should consider all employees

analysis of school records, newspaper stories, extant histories, and interviews

potential mentors, making everyone both advisors and learners. Modern

with faculty members and past presidents. Hope's history reveals that the

Mentoring offers a blueprint for success with a model that benefits more than

school is exceptional, having followed the predictable trajectory, yet changing

the select few and steers clear of forcing connections between people. Emelo

course in some ways. Given this unusual history, the story of why and how

demonstrates that a culture in which people choose what they want to learn

Hope College moved toward reestablishing the role of religion in its

and whom they learn from, while increasing overall organizational

institutional life yields important lessons for other schools facing the same

intelligence, is completely within reach. In this book you will learn: what it

challenges. Neither an attack on Hope College nor the kind of celebratory

takes to grow a modern mentoring culture which tools to use as you facilitate

institutional history that so many schools have authorized, this book is instead

organization-wide mentoring how organizations like Monsanto and Humana

a thoughtful, instructive study written by two professors who have

benefit from modern mentoring.

witnessed firsthand many of Hope's struggles to retain its identity and

Mentoring for Mission Caroline Joyce Simon 2003 Simon (philosophy, Hope

purpose. The book's narrative is enriched by the "binocular vision" provided

College) presents Roman Catholic and Protestant perspectives on ways to

by a professional historian and a professional philosopher, and collaboration has

nurture new faculty at church-related educational institutions, for those

afforded Kennedy and Simon the critical distance necessary to ask hard

involved in administering faculty development programs and for those

questions about Hope and, by extension, other institutions like it. "Can Hope

seeking advice on designing and implementing such programs. A

Endure?" will be of realinterest not only to readers associated with Hope

Shaping Work-Life Culture in Higher Education Laura Koppes Bryan

College but also to those following or participating in the ongoing conversation

2014-07-11 Shaping Work-Life Culture in Higher Education provides

about Christianity and higher education.

strategies to implement beneficial work-life policies in colleges and

Mentoring New Teachers Hal Portner 2008-04-25 A comprehensive guide for

universities. As compared to the corporate sector, higher education institutions

developing successful mentors! In the latest edition of this bestseller, the

have been slow to implement policies aimed at fostering diversity and a

author draws upon research, experience, and insights to provide an overview

healthy work-life balance, which can result in lower morale, job satisfaction,

of essential mentoring behaviors. Packed with strategies, exercises, and

and productivity, and causes poor recruitment and retention. Based on

resources, this book examines four critical mentoring functions and gives

extensive research, this book argues that an effective organizational culture is

school leaders, mentors, and staff developers the tools to create a dynamic

one in which managers and supervisors recognize that professional and

mentoring program or revitalize an existing one. Features and topics new to

personal lives are not mutually exclusive. With concrete guidelines,

this edition include: Classroom observation methods and instruments Teacher

recommendations, techniques, and additional resources throughout, this book

mentor standards based on the NBPTS Core Propositions Approaches to

outlines best practices for creating a beneficial work-life culture on campus,

mentoring the nontraditional new teacher A guide for careerlong professional

and documents cases of supportive department chairs and administrators. A

development

necessary guide for higher education leaders, this book will inform

The Baylor Project Barry Hankins 2007

administrators about how they can foster positive work-life cultures in their

Mapping Your Academic Career Gary M. Burge 2015-08-09 Experienced

departments and institutions.

professor Gary Burge identifies three cohorts or stages in the academic career

Seeing the Light Samuel Schuman 2010-01-18 Schuman concludes that these

and explores the challenges, pitfalls and triumphs of each. Based on a career's

schools—Baylor University, Anderson University, New Saint Andrews

worth of experiences, observations and insights, he leads academics to reflect
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on where they are, have been and are headed in their professional lives.

specific needs. For training and faculty development purposes, we also offer

Thriving in Leadership Karen A. Longman 2012-08-14 In this book,

two chapters as individual e-booklets. Each respectively provides a succinct

seventeen senior leaders from faith-based colleges and universities across

summary of the roles and expectations of the roles of Mentor and Mentee.

North America—collectively bringing with them hundreds of years of

Faculty Mentoring / Mentor Guide Faculty Mentoring / Mentee Guide The

leadership experience—share fresh insights into the theory and practice of

booklets are affordably priced, and intended for individual purchase by

Christian higher education leadership. These authors speak honestly about the

mentors and mentees, and are only available through our Web site.

successes, failures, and demands that have shaped their current leadership

Resources in Education 1993

decisions and their visions for the future.

Joining the Mission Susan VanZanten 2011-02-18 Joining the Mission is a

Vocation Across the Academy David S. Cunningham 2017-02-08 Although the

helpful guide for new (and experienced) faculty at religious colleges and

language of vocation was born in a religious context, the contributors in this

universities. Susan VanZanten here provides an orientation to the world of

volume demonstrate that it has now taken root within the broad framework

Christian higher education and an introduction to the academic profession of

of higher education and has become intertwined with a wide range of

teaching, scholarship, and service, with a special emphasis on opportunities

concerns. This volume makes a compelling case for vocational reflection and

and challenges common to mission-driven institutions. From designing a

discernment in undergraduate education today, arguing that it will encourage

syllabus to dealing with problem students, from working with committees to

faculty and students alike to venture out of their narrow disciplinary

achieving a balanced life, VanZanten s guidebook will help faculty across the

specializations and to reflect on larger questions of meaning and purpose. In

disciplines Art to Zoology and every subject between understand better what

conversation with a growing range of scholarly resources, these essays

it means to pursue faithfully a vocation as professor. Susan VanZanten s

advance the cause of vocational reflection and discernment well beyond its

Joining the Mission is an exceptional resource for all faculty members at

occasional mention in general education courses and career placement offices.

Christian colleges and universities. While it is a very practical guide to

The book's thirteen contributors all work in higher education, but they do so

teaching at a university, the book also helps the reader understand and

as biologists and musicians, sociologists and engineers, doctors and lawyers,

wrestle with the nuances of what it means to be a faculty member at a

college presidents and deans, and scholars of history, literature, and business

mission-driven institution. I appreciate VanZanten s contribution to

administration. Together, they demonstrate that vocation has an important

articulating why mission is important at our institutions, why we care about

role to play across the entire range of traditional academic disciplines and

it so much, and how we can better accomplish it. Thomas Cedel President,

applied fields. Regardless of major, all undergraduates need to consider their

Concordia University Texas

current and future responsibilities, determine the stories they will live by,

Mentoring Programs for New Teachers Susan Villani 2002 'Mentoring

and discover resources for addressing the tensions that will inevitably arise

Programs for New Teachers' describes different models of mentoring, and

among their multiple callings. Vocation across the Academy will help to

gets the reader thinking about professional support and development that will

reframe current debates about the purpose of higher education. It underscores

affect hiring, orientation, and teacher effectiveness, as well as staff morale.

the important role that colleges and universities can play in encouraging

Black's Medical-Surgical Nursing, First South Asia Edition Malarvizhi S.

students to reflect more deeply on life's most persistent questions and to

2019-05-27 Content revised, updated, and adapted to suit the South Asian

consider how they might best contribute to the common good.

curricula A new chapter added on Geriatric Nursing, in line with the

Adviser, Teacher, Role Model, Friend National Academy of Engineering

curriculum prescribed by the Indian Nursing Council Statistics, health

1997-08-30 This guide offers helpful advice on how teachers, administrators,

programs, and nursing practice guidelines updated for regional adaptation

and career advisers in science and engineering can become better mentors to

Review questions added to all the units within the book Digital resources

their students. It starts with the premise that a successful mentor guides

available on MedEnact: Instructor Resources 1. Image collection 2. Instructor’s

students in a variety of ways: by helping them get the most from their

manual 3. PowerPoint presentations Student Resources 1. Case studies 2.

educational experience, by introducing them to and making them comfortable

Critical thinking questions 3. Guides to clinical pathways 4. Client education

with a specific disciplinary culture, and by offering assistance with the search

guides

for suitable employment. Other topics covered in the guide include career

Christian Scholar's Review 2004

planning, time management, writing development, and responsible scientific

Connecting Paul D Stanley 1992-01-01 None of us are fully equipped to excel

conduct. Also included is a valuable list of bibliographical and Internet

in life. Our weaknesses, blind spots, limited capabilities, and lack of experience

resources on mentoring and related topics.

all point to the need for one thing--interdependence. The authors show us the

Faculty Mentoring Susan L. Phillips 2015-08-13 Faculty mentoring programs

way to connect with others, an indispensible ingredient to healthy

greatly benefit the institutions that have instituted them, and are effective in

development and fulfillment.

attracting and retaining good faculty. Prospective faculty members commonly

Leadership in Christian Higher Education Michael Wright 2016-06-27

ask about mentoring at on-campus interviews, and indicate that it is a

Universities and Colleges with a Christian affiliation have in recent years

consideration when choosing a position. Mentoring programs also increase the

sought to renew and redefine their identities and almost all have rearticulated

retention rate of junior faculty, greatly reducing recruitment costs, and

their mission for the modern age after a long and serious process of reappraisal.

particularly help integrate women, minority and international faculty

This process has been accompanied by an ongoing discussion of the nature and

members into the institution, while providing all new hires with an

identity of higher education itself. This discussion has required leadership that

orientation to the culture, mission and identity of the college or university.

is different from most secular leadership. This book provides a range of

The book provides step-by-step guidelines for setting up, planning, and

experienced voices, including the Archbishop of Canterbury, that reflect on

facilitating mentoring programs for new faculty members, whether one-on-

the character and mission of leadership in Christian higher education in the

one, or using a successful group model developed and refined over twenty-

21st Century.

five years by the authors. While it offers detailed guidance on instituting such

Catholic Schools and the Future of the Church Kathleen Engebretson

programs at the departmental level, it also makes the case for establishing

2014-02-27 During the first decade of the 21st century the Catholic Church in

school or institutional level programs, and delineates the considerable benefits

the developed world has faced a decline in its moral authority, increasing

and economies of scale these can achieve. The authors provide guidance for

accusations of irrelevance to a secular age, and a steep and steady decline in

mentors and mentees on developing group mentoring and individual mentor

commitment among successive generations from the 1960s on. Despite this

/ protégé relationships – the corresponding chapters being available online for

Catholic schools have multiplied and grown in popularity and educational

separate purchase; as well as detailed outlines and advice to department chairs,

achievement. The book sets out a programme for the contribution of Catholic

administrators and facilitators on how to establish and conduct institution-wide

schools to the future of the Church, covering such topics as the religious

group mentoring programs, and apply or modify the material to meet their

education curriculum in its cognitive and affective aspects, the sacramental
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life of the school, selection of staff, the issue of staff and Catholic witness and

and effective nuclear weapons stockpile; by reducing global nuclear threats;

many other topics. Engebretson argues that Catholic schools are a powerful

and by providing the U.S. Navy with safe, militarily effective naval nuclear

key to the future of the Church and shows how, within their diversity,

propulsion plants. The FY2016 National Defense Authorization Act called for

Catholic schools can be ecclesial communities, which have at their heart the

the National Academies, in partnership with the National Academy of Public

building up of the Church.

Administration, to track and assess progress over 2016-2020 to reform

Leadership in Theological Education, Volume 3 Fritz Deininger 2018-10-14

governance and management of the enterprise. Governance and Management

The ICETE Programme for Academic Leadership (IPAL) was officially

of the Nuclear Security Enterprise assesses the effectiveness of reform efforts

established in 2010 and arose out of the need to provide training to theological

and makes recommendations for further action.

institutions in different regions of the world. IPAL provides a three-year

A Companion to Organizational Anthropology D. Douglas Caulkins 2012-09-24

cycle of seminars for the professional development of evangelical academic

The first comprehensive guide to anthropological studies of

leaders and administrators to help institutions in their pursuit of quality and

complexorganizations Offers the first comprehensive reference to the

excellence in theological education. This publication is the third and final

anthropologicalstudy of complex organizations Details how organizational

volume intended to accompany and support the IPAL seminars as well as be

theory and research in business hasadopted anthropology’s key concept of

an independent resource to aid theological institutions with faculty

culture, inspiring newinsights into organizational dynamics and development

development. Faculty development is at the heart of theological education.

Highlights pioneering theoretical perspectives ranging fromsymbolic and

This book lays the foundation for institutions to equip, train and release

semiotic approaches to neuroscientific frameworks forstudying contemporary

emerging academic leaders to advance their careers and improve the

organizations Addresses the comparative and cross-cultural dimensions

standards of their teaching and research. The contributors to this volume share

ofmultinational corporations and of non-governmental organizationsworking

the findings of research conducted at evangelical academic institutions in

in the globalizing economy Topics covered include organizational

various contexts around the world so other senior administrators can enhance

dynamics,entrepreneurship, innovation, social networks, cognitive models

the quality of theological education at their own institution.

andteam building, organizational dysfunctions, global networkedorganizations,

Perspectives 2003

NGOs, unions, virtual communities, corporate cultureand social responsibility

Mentoring and Coaching Denise M. Gudwin 2009-12-07 Help new teachers

Presents a body of work that reflects the breadth and depth ofthe field of

thrive in culturally and linguistically diverse school settings! Drawing from

organizational anthropology and makes the case for theimportance of the field

their own personal and professional experience, the authors offer practical

in the anthropology of the twenty-firstcentury

examples of how mentors can help novice teachers navigate the challenges of

Faculty Mentorship at Historically Black Colleges and Universities Conway,

teaching in a culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) school. Filled with

Cassandra Sligh 2018-02-28 An important aspect of higher education is the

vignettes that capture the real-life experiences of new teachers and their

mentorship of junior faculty by senior faculty. Addressing the vital role

mentors, this book: Illustrates how to develop effective teacher-to-teacher

mentorship plays in an academic institution’s survival promotes more

mentoring relationships Raises readers’ awareness of issues that might arise

opportunities and positive learning experiences. Faculty Mentorship at

from CLD differences and facilitates more effective communication Offers

Historically Black Colleges and Universities provides emerging research on

reproducible resources, agendas, and other sample materials for a variety of

the importance of recruiting, retaining, and promoting faculty within

contexts

Historically Black Colleges and Universities. While highlighting specific

Cultivating Mentors Todd C. Ream 2022-10-11 Drawing on traditional

issues and aspects of mentorship in college, readers will learn about challenges

theological understandings of mentor-mentee relationships, a distinguished

and benefits of mentorship including professional development, peer

group of contributors explores the practice of mentoring in Christian higher

mentoring, and psychosocial support. This book is an important resource for

education. With special attention to generational dynamics, this book offers

academicians, researchers, students, and librarians seeking current research on

valuable insights and practical recommendations for faculty, administrators,

the growth of mentorship in historically black learning institutions.

and policy makers.

Teachers As Mentors Aram Ayalon 2012-02-27 The book describes two similar

The Mother Church John C. Bangs 2010-07-22 It would be reasonable to

and successful models of youth mentoring used by two acclaimed urban high

estimate that multiple hundreds of thousands of people have become followers

schools that have consistently achieved exceptional graduation rates.

of Jesus Christ as a result of the modern church-planting movement. One

Providing a detailed description of their methods – based upon extensive

characteristic of the literature of this movement has been an almost singular

observation, and interviews with teachers, students, administrators, and

focus on the individual who is sent out to lead the new congregation, rather

parents – this book makes a major contribution to the debate on how to reduce

than on the vital role of the sending or sponsoring church. Practically all the

the achievement gap. Using similar teacher-as-youth mentor and youth

books are written with one target in mind: this individual leader, the pioneer

advising models, these two inner city schools – Fenway High School in

pastor, usually referred to as the “church planter.” The Mother Church is not

Boston, Massachusetts; and the Kedma School in Jerusalem – have broken the

written for pioneer pastors; it is written for the leaders of potential mother

cycle of failure for the student populations they serve—children from

churches. It is designed to help leaders assess whether and when the birthing

underrepresented groups living in poverty in troubled neighborhoods with

of a new church is a good idea for their congregation and to provide them

few resources. Students in both schools have excelled academically, rarely

with tools to birth and nurture healthy, thriving, life-giving new churches.

dropout, and progress to college in significant numbers (Fenway has 90%

“Church leaders who desire to see their mission efforts survive and thrive

graduation rate, with 95% of graduates going on to college. Kedma

need to give special attention to the hard-won insights of John Bangs’ The

outperforms comparable urban schools by a factor of four). Both schools have

Mother Church. Bangs is not only a mission planter and pastor, but he brings

won numerous awards, with Fenway High School gaining Pilot School status

the broader view of a church-planting leader ...” —Charles J. Scalise, Ph.D.,

in Massachusetts, a recognition the state only awards to a few exemplary

Professor of Church History, Fuller Theological Seminary “The Mother

schools; and Kedma School being declared one of the 50 most influential

Church will revolutionize the way we view and do birthing of mission

educational endeavors in Israel. The success of both schools is directly

churches.” —Kent J. Ingle, D.Min., Dean, College of Ministry, Northwest

attributable to their highly developed teacher-as-a-youth mentor programs

University

that embody an ideology and mission that put students at the center of their

Governance and Management of the Nuclear Security Enterprise National

programs and structures. The models are closely integrated with the

Academy of Public Administration 2020-12-30 The National Nuclear Security

curriculum, and support the social, emotional, cultural, and academic needs of

Administration (NNSA)leads a nuclear security enterprise that includes three

students, as well as develop close mentor-student-parent relationships. The

national laboratories, several production facilities, and an experimental test site.

model furthermore includes extensive support for the mentors themselves.

NNSA's mission is protect the American people by maintaining a safe, secure,

Apart from the potential of these models to narrow the achievement gap,
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these two schools have a record of creating a school climate that promotes

current principles and practices for mentoring and developing IT professionals

safety, and reduces the incidence of bullying and violence. At the heart of

in higher education. Edited by EDUCAUSE Vice President Cynthia Golden

both programs is creating community—between departments and functions in

and written by top leaders in the industry who have distinguished

the school; and between teachers, staff, students, and parents. Everyone in the

themselves and their organizations for sharpening others' skills, institutional

school system should read this book. Research suggests that caring

savvy, and ability to lead, the book's chapters are organized into two sections:

relationships between students and teachers significantly enhance Social

the organizational perspective and the individual perspective. In addition, the

Emotional Learning (SEL) -- defined as the process through which children

online site for the book will have exclusive audio interviews with CIOs and

develop their ability to integrate thinking, feeling, and behaving to achieve

other senior IT leaders in higher education who give advice for future leaders

important life tasks -- which is recognized as an important factor in children's

and talk about how they overcame challenges and moved ahead in their own

success in school. However, caring schools are usually the exception, especially

careers.

at the secondary level where relationships between students and teachers

A Jesuit Education Reader George W. Traub 2008 A Jesuit Education Reader

seem to deteriorate significantly. This book provides a schoolwide model for

is a collection of the best writing on the mission, challenge, and state of Jesuit

establishing caring secondary schools and enhancing SEL using a teacher-as-a

education. This anthology will prove especially valuable to those who work

youth mentor model.

in Jesuit education and other Catholic and Christian schools.

Cultivating Careers Cynthia Golden 2006 [This book] provides an overview of
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